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Iraq Gives Obama Green Light To Commence
“Kinetic Support” Against Al Qaeda
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It appears that the best diversion from Obama’s latest bevy of scandals, including the VA
snafu and the Bergdahl fiasco, will be yet another war, one which Iraq just gave the green
light for.  As the WSJ reported moments ago, Iraq has privately signaled to the Obama
administration that it would allow the U.S. to conduct airstrikes with drones or manned
aircraft  against  al  Qaeda  militant  targets  on  Iraqi  territory,  senior  U.S.  officials  said
Wednesday.

More:

The Obama administration is considering a number of options, including the possibility
of providing “kinetic support” for the Iraqi military fighting al Qaeda rebels who seized
two  major  cities  north  of  Baghdad  this  week,  according  to  a  senior  U.S.  official  who
added  that  no  decisions  have  been  made.

Officials  declined  to  say  whether  the  U.S.  would  consider  conducting  airstrikes  with
drones  or  manned  aircraft.

Wait,  so  the  US  is  now  the  world’s  largest  mercenary  army,  doing  the  bidding  of
defenseless, third-world governments (which just happen to be drowning in crude)?

Iraq has long asked the U.S. to provide it with drones that could be used in such strikes,
but Washington has balked at supplying them, officials said.

Until now.

And just like that the war in Iraq, “Bush’s war” according to so many, is about to come back
with a vengeance this time under Nobel peace prize winning president, and what makes it
most grotesque is that this time the US will be waging combat with at a military force that it
itself is training and arming in neighboring Syria.

Which of course is good news for the military-industrial complex and US Q3 GDP, if not so
good for millions of innocent civilians soon to be known as “collateral damage.”
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